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Mission Atomic Sarwat Chadda 2016-01-09
Thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister,
Amy, are running out of time. An exiled Cahill
known as the Outcast has already recreated of
history's worst disasters, and he's saved the
worst for last. If Dan and Amy can't find and stop
Outcast fast, he will initiate a full-scale nuclear
meltdown.
The 39 Clues 1: The 39 Clues: The Maze of
Bones Rick Riordan 2016-04-04 39 clues to
unscramble. One fabulous prize to win. It's a
riddle, a book and a game to play. Are YOU up to
the challenge? Written by celebrated author
Rick Riordan, this interactive challenge takes
books to a place they've never been before.
The 39 Clues, Infinity Ring, and Spirit Animals
Powerpack James Riordan 2014-04-21 Three
bestselling novels in one powerpack! Includes
Rick Riordan's THE 39 CLUES: THE MAZE OF
BONES, James Dashner's INFINITY RING: A
MUTINY IN TIME, and Brandon Mull's SPIRIT
ANIMALS: WILD BORN! Available together for
the first time, three novels that each launched a
blockbuster series. This powerpack
includes:THE 39 CLUES #1: THE MAZE OF
BONES by bestselling author Rick Riordan. Are
you ready to save the world?INFINITY RING #1:
A MUTINY IN TIME by bestselling author James
Dasher. Fix the past. Save the future.SPIRIT
ANIMALS #1: WILD BORN by bestselling author
Brandon Mull. The legend lives in you.Three
unforgettable adventures are waiting for you....
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Smiler's Bones Peter Lerangis 2007 Provides the
story of an Eskimo boy who, after being brought
from his home in Greenland to New York City by
explorer Robert Peary, was forced to deal with
the death of his father, and the loss of
everything familiar to him.
The 39 Clues Starter Set 2010-09-01 Read the
first books that launched the adenctuire of a
lifretime! This Starter Set includes The 39 Clues
Book One: The Maze of Bones by Rick Riordan,
The 39 Clues Book Two: One False Note by
Gordon Kormon, and Card Pack #1. For those
who missed the adventure the first time around,
this is hust what you need to be introduced to
the Cahills. The hunt is on. Join them!A special
value box set--perfect for gift giving!
Emlyn's Moon Jenny Nimmo 2004 Gwyn and his
magical Snow Spider return for another
enchanting adventure in book two of Jenny
Nimmo's Magician Trilogy Young magician Gwyn
and his friend Nia have been warned to stay
away from Emlyn Llewelyn, the strange boy who
claims his mother lives on the moon. And yet, a
mysterious magic continues to draw them to
him. But why?
Beyond the Grave Jude Watson 2009 A clue
takes Amy and Dan Cahill to Egypt, where they
investigate the origins of the rivalry between the
Tomas and Ekaterina branches of their family
and try to figure out if they can trust a message
from their dead grandmother Grace.
The Emperor's Code Gordon Korman 2010 An
escalating race to find the 39 Clues finds Amy
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and Dan pursuing a Clue guarded by thousands
of the world's best-trained soldiers, an effort
that separates them in explosively dangerous
ways.
39 Clues: Unstoppable 1: Nowhere to Run Jude
Watson 2014-02-06 The Cahill family has a
secret. For five hundred years, they have
guarded the 39 Clues - thirty-nine ingredients in
a serum that transforms whomever takes it into
the most powerful person on earth. Now the
serum is missing. Dan Cahill and his older sister
Amy have to get the serum back and stop who
stole it...before it's game over. For everyone.
The Maze Will Hobbs 2009-10-13 Just fourteen,
Rick Walder is alone, on the run, and desperate.
Stowing away in the back of a truck, he suddenly
finds himself at a dead end, out in the middle of
nowhere. The Maze. In this surreal landscape of
stark redrock spires and deep sandstone
canyons, Rick stumbles into the remote camp of
Lon Perigrino, a bird biologist who is realeasing
fledgling California condors back into the wild.
Intriqued by the endangered condors and the
strange bearded man dedicated to saving them,
Rick decides to stay on. When two men with a
vicious dog drive up in a battered old Humvee,
Rick discovers that Lon and his birds are in
grave danger. Will he be able to save them? In a
heart-stopping adventure infused with the spirit
of the Icarus myth and a boy's dreams of flight,
Will Hobbs brings readers a unique tale of
identity, personal growth, and friendship. 01
Blue Spruce Award Masterlist (YA Cat.), 01 AZ
Young Reader Award Masterlist (Teen Bks cat.),
00-01 Sunshine State Young Reader's Award
Masterlist (Gr. 6-8), 00-01 Black-Eyed Susan
Award Masterlist, 00-01 Minnesota's Maud Hart
Lovelace Book Award Masterlist, 00-01 South
Carolina Book Award Nomination Masterlist
(Grds 6-9), 00-01 Lone Star Reading List, 00-01
Utah Book Award (Gr. 7-12), 01 Washington
State Evergreen YA Book Award Masterlist,
00-01 Young Hoosier Book Award Masterlist (Gr.
6-8), and 01 Rebecca Caudill Young Readers'
Book Award Nominee Masterlist
A Mutiny in Time (Infinity Ring, Book 1) James
Dashner 2015-07-28 The New York Times
bestselling multi-platform series returns in
paperback! When best friends Dak Smyth and
Sera Froste stumble upon the secret of time
travel -- a hand-held device known as the Infinity
the-maze-of-bones-39-clues-1-rick-riordan

Ring -- they're swept up in a centuries-long
secret war for the fate of mankind. Recruited by
the Hystorians, a secret society that dates back
to Aristotle, the kids learn that history has gone
disastrously off course. Now it's up to Dak, Sera,
and teenage Hystorian-in-training Riq to travel
back in time to fix the Great Breaks... and to
save Dak's missing parents while they're at it.
First stop: Spain, 1492, where a sailor named
Christopher Columbus is about to be thrown
overboard in a deadly mutiny!
The 39 Clues: Rapid Fire 1: Legacy Clifford
Riley 2012-03-01 Time is running out for Grace
Cahill as she struggles to make the most
important choice of her life: a decision that will
shape the future of the Cahill family . . . and the
world at large. After spending centuries lurking
the shadows, the Cahills' enemy - the Vespers are planning an attack, and sending Amy and
Dan on a dangerous hunt for The 39 Clues might
be the only way to stop them.
The Maze of Bones Rick Riordan 2018 "What
would happen if you discovered that your family
was one of the most powerful in human history?
What if you were told that the source of the
family's power was hidden around the world in
the form of 39 clues? What if you were given a
choice: take a million dollars and walk away or
get the first clue? If you're Amy and Dan Cahill,
you take the clue and begin a very dangerous
race."--Back cover.
The Sword Thief Peter Lerangis 2012 Amy and
Dan Cahill have been located once again, this
time in the company of the notoriously
unreliable Alistair. Spies report that Amy and
Dan seem to be tracking the life of one of the
most powerful fighters the world has ever
known. If this fearsome warrior was a Cahill, his
secrets are sure to be well-guarded.
The Medusa Plot Gordon Korman 2011 Unable
to return to their normal lives despite the end of
the Clue hunt, new Madrigal leaders Amy and
Dan anxiously prepare for a retaliatory strike by
the Vespers, who kidnap a number of Cahill
family members and demand that Amy and Dan
steal a famous painting.
Into the Gauntlet Margaret Peterson Haddix
2010 Amy and Dan Cahill learn an ultimate truth
that reveals the Madrigal Mission's importance
and the danger that their nefarious family
members pose to the entire world.
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Hello, Friends! (Blue's Clues and You!)
Nickelodeon Publishing 2020-08-27 With this
full-color storybook, boys and girls ages 0 to 3
will love meeting Blue, Josh, and the whole gang
from the new Nickelodeon show Blue's Clues &
You! This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio
narration.
Maze of Bones Rick Riordan 2009-11 Korean
edition of bestselling book THE 39 CLUES: The
Maze Of Bones (Series Book 1) by Rick Riordan
In Korean. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
39 Clues Books 1-5 Gordon Korman
2011-11-17 Presents the adventures of Dan and
Amy Cahill as they begin a quest to uncover
thirty-nine clues hidden around the world that
will lead to the source of the family's power and
end up in a dangerous race against their own
family.
Mr. Terupt Falls Again Rob Buyea 2012-10-09
Several students relate their experiences helping
Mr. Terupt move the old classroom to the sixth
grade annex during the summer vacation.
Night Night, Blue (Blue's Clues & You) Random
House 2021-01-05 Blue is having a sleepover
party, but what does she want to do before bed?
Cuddle up with this padded board book and play
a special game of Blue's Clues with Josh from
Nickelodeon's Blue's Clues and You to find out!
The 39 Clues #1 The Maze of Bones Rick
Riordan 2008-09-01 The Cahills are the most
powerful family the world has ever known.
However, the family is fractured, and the source
of its power has been lost. The story begins with
the death of matriarch Grace Cahill. In her will
she leaves her heirs a choice: they can either
receive a million dollars or a clue. The first
Cahill to assemble all 39 clues hidden around
the world will discover what makes the family so
powerful - a reward beyond measure. It's Cahill
versus Cahill in a race to the finish, with readers
hot on the heels of the main characters,
fourteen-year-old Amy Cahill and her elevenyear-old brother, Dan. The story spans 10
adrenaline-charged books, 350 game cards, and
an online world allowing readers to play a part
in the story and compete for more than $25,000
in prizes.
One False Note Gordon Korman 2012 A million
dollars, or a clue? Police report a break-in at an
elite hotel, and the suspects sound suspiciously
like Amy and Dan. There's a car and speedboat
the-maze-of-bones-39-clues-1-rick-riordan

chase and an angry mob! When there's a Clue on
the line, anything can happen.
The viper's nest Peter Lerangis 2012
Pup on the Run (Barbie) Elle Stephens
2020-07-07 When Barbie and her puppy Honey
get stuck in a tree, it challenges her to put aside
her pride and ask others for help.
The 39 Clues Complete Collection Rick Riordan
2010-09-01 Minutes before she died Grace Cahill
changed her will, leaving her descendants an
impossible decision: "You have a choice - one
million dollars or a clue." Grace is the last
matriarch of the Cahills, the world's most
powerful family. Everyone from Napoleon to
Houdini is related to the Cahills, yet the source
of the family power is lost. 39 Clues hidden
around the world will reveal the family's secret,
but no one has been able to assemble them. Now
the clues race is on, and young Amy and Dan
must decide what's important: hunting clues or
uncovering what REALLY happened to their
parents. The 39 Clues is Scholastic's
groundbreaking new series, spanning 10
adrenaline-charged books, 355 trading cards,
and an online game where readers play a part in
the story and compete for over $100,000 in
prizes. The 39 Clues books set the story, and the
cards, website and game allow kids to
participate in it. Kids visit the website www.the39clues.com - and discover they are lost
members of the Cahill family.Experience the
complete adventure with Dan and Amy Cahill in
this fantastic 10 book series collection including the finale 39 Clues Book 10: Into the
Gauntlet!
The Maze of Bones Rick Riordan 2008 Roman.
A Dark, Dark Tale Ruth Brown 2012-09-06
Children will delight in following the black cat's
progress through the dark wood, into the dark
house, and eventually to the surprise discovery
at the back of the toy cupboard, in this
mysterious, beautifully illustrated picture book.
Mind If I Read Your Mind? Henry Winkler
2012 With Moorepark Middle School's annual
Speak Out Challenge approaching, Billy Broccoli
plans to demonstrate mind reading with the help
of his ghost friend Hoover Porterhouse, but
when Billy starts spending more time with his
new teammates than with Hoover, he may lose
his secret weapon.
Born to Rock Gordon Korman 2013-02-12 Leo
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Caraway—high school senior, president of the
Young Republicans club, 4.0 GPA, future
Harvard student—had his entire future perfectly
planned out. That was, until the X factor. As in
Marion X. McMurphy, aka King Maggot, the lead
singer of Purge, the most popular, most
destructive band punk rock has ever seen. He's
also Leo's biological father. When Leo discovers
that his real father is a punk rock legend, he is
disgusted. Not only is Leo not a punk rock fan,
but he believes the X factor (the Maggot blood
that is running through his veins) is a dangerous
time bomb just waiting to explode. And sure
enough it does—Leo stubbornly defends the
unlikeliest of people, thereby getting himself
falsely accused of cheating on a test. Because of
the blemish on his record, the once star pupil
finds his scholarship to Harvard taken away. So
he hatches the crazy plan of going on tour with
King Maggot for Purge's summer revival tour, all
the while secretly hoping to convince Maggot to
pay for his tuition. But life on the road is even
crazier than Leo ever bargained for, and before
the summer is out, he will finally discover the
surprising truth about his dad, his friends, and
most important, himself.
Storm Warning Linda Sue Park 2010 When
Amy and Dan learn the truth about the
Madrigals and Grace Cahill's alternate will,
these discoveries lead to the revelation of a
secret about their family and a showdown with
the man in black who has been following them.
The Words in My Hands Asphyxia 2021-11-09
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fastpaced #ownvoices novel about a Deaf teenager
is a unique and inspiring exploration of what it
means to belong. Smart, artistic, and
independent, sixteen year old Piper is tired of
trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be
“normal,” to pass as hearing, to get a good job.
But in a time of food scarcity, environmental
collapse, and political corruption, Piper has
other things on her mind—like survival. Piper
has always been told that she needs to
compensate for her Deafness in a world made
for those who can hear. But when she meets
Marley, a new world opens up—one where
Deafness is something to celebrate, and where
resilience means taking action, building a community, and believing in something better.
Published to rave reviews as Future Girl in
the-maze-of-bones-39-clues-1-rick-riordan

Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept. 2020), this
empowering, unforgettable story is told through
a visual extravaganza of text, paint, collage, and
drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near
future, The Words in My Hands is very much a
novel for our turbulent times.
A Meeting at Corvallis S. M. Stirling 2007
Tensions continue among Mike Havel's
Bearkillers and their allies, Clan Mackenzie
under the leadership of Juniper Mackenzie and
Norman Arminger, the warlord of Portland, after
Arminger's daughter falls into the hands of Clan
Mackenzie. Reprint.
The Maze of Bones Rick Riordan 2008 At the
reading of their grandmother's will, Dan and
Amy Cahill are given the choice of receiving a
million dollars or uncovering the 39 clues hidden
around the world that will lead to the source of
the family's power, but by taking on the clues,
they end up in a dangerous race against their
own family members. Maze of bones is the first
in a series of 10 books. The publisher offers an
online game as well.
The Black Book of Buried Secrets Mallory Kass
2010 A guide to the characters and situations in
"The 39 Clues" outlines the Cahills' secrets,
including hidden facts, strategies, agents, lost
founders, secret bases, and scandals, as well as
information about all branches of the family.
The 39 Clues #3 The Sword Thief 2009-03-01
ATTENTION! Amy and Dan Cahill have been
located once again, this time in the company of
the notoriously unreliable Alistair Oh. Could they
have been foolish enough to make an alliance?
Spies report that Amy and Dan seem to be
tracking the life of one of the most powerful
fighters the world has ever known. If this
fearsome warrior was a Cahill, his secrets are
sure to be well-guarded . . . and the price to
uncover them just might be lethal.
The Lost Girl Ambelin Kwaymullina 2017-06
Synopsis coming soon.......
One False Note (The 39 Clues, Book 2) Gordon
Korman 2011-07-01 The highly-anticipated Book
2 of the #1 bestselling The 39 Clues series. THIS
JUST IN! Amy and Dan Cahill were spotted on a
train, hot on the trail of one of 39 Clues hidden
around the world. BUT WAIT! Police report a
break-in at an elite hotel, and the suspects ALSO
sound suspiciously like Amy and Dan. UPDATE!
Amy and Dan have been seen in a car . . . no, in
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a speedboat chase . . . and HOLD EVERYTHING!
They're being chased by an angry mob?!? When
there's a Clue on the line, anything can happen.
39 Clues: The Maze of Bones: A Graphic Novel
(39 Clues Graphic Novel #1) Rick Riordan
2023-04-04 The graphic novel adaptation of the
mega-bestseller that launched a global
phenomenon! Minutes before she died Grace
Cahill changed her will, leaving her decendants
an impossible decision: "You have a choice - one
million dollars or a clue." Grace is the last
matriarch of the Cahills, the world's most
powerful family. Everyone from Marie Curie to
Harry Houdini is related to the Cahills, yet the
source of the family power is lost. 39 Clues
hidden around the world will reveal the family's
secret, but no one has been able to assemble
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them. Now the clues race is on, and young Amy
and Dan must decide what's important: hunting
clues or uncovering what REALLY happened to
their parents.
The 39 Clues #6 In Too Deep Jude Watson
2013 Could Amy and Dan's biggest enemy be . . .
a friend? Book 6 challenges everything you
thought you knew about the Clues race. A hint
from their parents' past puts Amy and Dan on
the trail of secrets their grandmother Grace
would NEVER have wanted them to know. Awful
memories begin to crowd in on Amy, just as her
enemies circle closer. How far would she go to
protect Dan? How much of a Cahill is she
prepared to be? Perhaps Grace was right - some
secrets are better left buried.
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